This paper is concerned with characterising, in terms of certain properties of their Fourier transforms, the Lipschitz functions of order a. (0 < a < 1) defined on a locally compact metric 0-dimensional Abelian group.
Chapter 3, Theorems (13.6), (13.20) , respectively]). (a) 1 < p < oo. The ball Sg e LpiG): \\g\\ < M\ is weak -compact in L (G), and hence there exists t £ LpiG) and a subsequence 0 ,, J of (im) for which JGtm{k)h dX ->JGt*h dX for all h £ Lp (G) (where p' is the exponent conjugate to p, that is, p-+ p'~ = 1 for p 4 °°, and oo' = l).
Choose any A e L£C(G). Then, given e > 0, there exists &Q such that for all k > kn. | fr t ,,,h"dX-(rt*h dX\ <e. Now lit ,,,)Cl andX(Aw) We can obtain more from [2, p. 64], namely that Sn(p;f)<sup{\\raf-f\\p:a£ VJ,
